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USER MANUAL - CONTENTS
The Dialogys user manual consists of the following sections:

Title of the section
Presentation of Dialogys
General information
Identity form
Vehicle Spare Parts
Engine peripheral parts
Sundry Items
Parts list
Operation time
Repair manual
Technical Notes
Actis Solutions
Estimate
Service coupon
Order form

Current Part Numbers
Sundries
Admin screen

Contact form (Pb)

Motrio

Content
A brief overview of the Dialogys application (current document).
An overview of the functions of the buttons, toolbars and other standard
components of Dialogys.
This section concerns the identities screen, vehicle/customer files and
documentation relating to the technical specifications of the vehicle.
Explains how the vehicle spare parts catalogues can be consulted.
Explains how the engine peripherals parts catalogues (400, 401) can be
consulted.
Explains how the sundry items parts catalogue (830) can be consulted.
In this section you will find all the information concerning the parts list and
its associated functionalities.
Details of the operation time catalogues
Details of the repair manuals
Details of the Technical Notes
Overview of Actis Solutions and access with Dialogys
In this section you will find all the information concerning the estimate and
its associated functionalities.
In this section you will find all the information concerning the service
coupon and its associated functionalities.
In this section you will find all the information concerning the order form
and its associated functionalities.
Important: this section only concerns "stand-alone" and "networked standalone" versions.
This section describes the function of the Current Part Numbers window.
This section describes the function of the Sundries window.
In this document you will find full explanations concerning the
configuration of your Dialogys terminal (operating parameters, estimate
calculation parameters, etc.).
This document describes the operation of our problem sheet. It allows you
to feed back errors which could creep into our documentation and
comments or suggestions you might make.
The Motrio catalogue contains all the parts for Renault vehicles which are
no longer made and parts for competitor vehicles.
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THE DIALOGYS APPLICATION
Dialogys contains the RENAULT After-Sales documentation in electronic format. Distributed on
compact discs, it gives you access to RENAULT's Spare Part documentation and technical
documentation. It also allows you to prepare various documents such as Estimates and Orders
for parts.
The functions are accessed by a simple click on the buttons located on the Dialogys menu bar at
the top of the screen.

The Spare Parts documentation
Dialogys allows you to consult:

- Parts catalogues for vehicles
These catalogues contain all the parts necessary for repairing RENAULT vehicles.
The DIALOGYS application automatically works out their part numbers using the technical
specifications of the vehicle you provide.
For each part number obtained, if it appears in the Prices file, the application extracts its
description, price, MSDT (Manufacturer, Source, Duty and Tax), bar code and its replacement
sequence. Users of versions connected to the local network can also find out the availability of
the part.

- Parts Catalogues for Discontinued Ranges
These catalogues contain all the parts necessary for repairing RENAULT vehicles belonging to
discontinued ranges.
The vehicles concerned are as follows: Renault 4, Renault 5, Renault 6, Renault 9/11, Renault
12, Renault 14, Renault 15/17, Renault 16, Renault 18, Renault 20/30, Renault 25, Fuego,
Alpine, Jeep, Trafic.
The information is presented as it might be in the vehicle parts catalogues or microfiches.
Automatic determination of part numbers according to the technical specifications is therefore not
available and a basic knowledge of using traditional documentation is required.

- Parts Catalogues 400 and 401 (Engine peripherals/Engine parts)
PR 400 and 401 involve engine peripheral assemblies: carburettor (or injection), starter,
alternator and ignition module.
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They are essentially used to find part numbers for the components of these assemblies since,
unlike the part numbers of the assemblies, the part numbers of components are not shown in the
vehicle parts catalogues.
Dialogys no longer automatically determines the part number as with vehicle spare parts. It is the
user himself who determines the part number according to the technical specifications of the
vehicle.

- Parts Catalogue 830 (sundry items/small parts)
PR 830 involves sundry items: attachment components (nuts and bolts, rivets, clips, etc.) and
miscellaneous parts (door hinges, adhesive tapes, etc.).
In Dialogys, the part numbers appear directly on the screen and the user can select them
according to their characteristics.
For these part numbers, although the interrogation is not direct, it is possible to obtain the same
information as for part numbers coming from other documentation (interrogation of the price list or
the parts file using the Current part numbers window.

Technical documentation
The technical documents found in Dialogys are:

- The operation time catalogues
For each vehicle appearing in Dialogys, you will have access to the corresponding operation time
catalogue.
You will find exactly the same content as the paper document. The operation descriptions are
complete (full titles). The different operations contained in this catalogue can be selected and
added to an estimate.

- The repair manuals
Dialogys also allows you to access the repair manuals for each vehicle. If required, you can print
these documents in order to follow a diagram close to the vehicle.

- Technical Notes (general and fault-related repair procedures)
The Technical Notes (with the exception of wiring diagrams) are shown in Dialogys, and are
updated with each new CD-ROM. Dialogys allows you to find them easily according to the
selected vehicle, and to consult them. If the A2A connection is available, the fault-related
Technical Notes can be accessed online.
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Other functionalities assist the search process. You can, for example, find Technical Notes by
looking for a particular word in their titles or list the new Notes contained in the Dialogys update.

-

Actis solutions

Actis Solutions can be accessed in Dialogys, if there is an A2A connection. Solution searches
operate in the same way as in Actis.

The estimate
Using mainly the Spare Parts documentation and the operation time catalogue, you will able, with
Dialogys, to submit a pricing estimate to your customers.
These are à la carte estimates whose content will have been defined by the user himself.
Other functionalities can enhance this estimate. The user can for example create and store labour
operation times not provided in the RENAULT standard catalogue (non-coded operations). For
each item he can also apply discounts: manually on a particular estimate or automatically on
certain customer groups.
The DIALOGYS customer/vehicle file allows this estimate to be retained for a certain configurable
period and to retrieve it at any time.
For certain connected versions, and for the "Agent DMS" with the "file exchange" function, the
estimate made on DIALOGYS can then be used as input to the DMS invoicing system.

Service coupons
The Dialogys spare part order is a parts list of which there are two types: the service coupon and
the order form.
The service coupon is associated with a particular repair for a vehicle or the order of a particular
customer. In its stand-alone version, it provides input to the dealership order form and possibly
invoicing for terminals equipped with the File exchange function. In its connected version, it is
automatically sent to the dealership management system (DMS).
The order form is specific to the stand-alone versions. Made out in the name of the dealership, it
can accept parts coming from several service coupons. It is intended to be faxed to the
organisation responsible for supplying the dealership with spare parts.

Current part numbers
This functionality allows the user to store the most commonly used part numbers. About 200 part
numbers can be stored and the user can give them his own description allowing them to be
quickly identified.
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Miscellaneous products
The "miscellaneous products" functionality is basically identical to the previous one. It allows the
user to store part numbers for components and products. The essential differences are:
- It is possible to store part numbers for components and products which are not
RENAULT part numbers.
- That these part numbers can be classified by Group and Marque and therefore found
more easily.
- That there is no storage capacity limit.
An equally important point is that it is possible to store a "group" of part numbers with their
quantities. Therefore, during "standard" operations such as servicing, the user can quickly find all
the parts necessary and with a single click add them to a service coupon or an estimate.
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THE DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS
Currently, three different Dialogys configurations can be installed:
- in stand-alone mode.
- in Client-server mode - connected to the DMS via a Dialogys server.
- in connected client terminal mode - connected to the DMS.
For these 2 latter modes, the DMS must be one which has been validated by Renault's
central IT department.
Stand-alone mode
This is the simplest installation mode to set up and is best suited to small and medium-sized
dealerships. This is the mode used by the secondary network in the majority of countries. It is
also the mode used in those countries where Renault does not have a sales office.
In this mode, the application update (CD0) and the data update must be run on each individual
terminal.
In this mode, the prices and operation times (TM) used for calculating estimates are those
integrated on the data CDs.
The hourly rates used to calculate estimates are those manually entered in the Dialogys admin
screen. The hourly rates, in addition to the discount rates, tax rates, customer types (normal,
fleet, Renault personnel, etc.), must always be entered in the admin screen.
As Dialogys is not connected to the DMS, Repair Orders (RO) created in the DMS cannot be
retrieved by Dialogys.
However, this mode does enable the user to connect to central applications and in particular to
connect to the World Vehicle Database via the Ap2Ap electronic messaging system.
Client-server mode - connected to the DMS via a Dialogys server
This mode is used by the larger dealerships. It is a mode which avoids multiple data re-entry on
DMS and Dialogys. For example, an estimate generated on Dialogys can be sent to the DMS to
directly invoice the client.
In this mode, the application update (CD0) and the data update must only be run on the Dialogys
server terminal. The client terminals are thus automatically updated.
In this mode, the prices and operation times (TM) used for calculating estimates are those held
on the DMS.
This mode requires a Dialogys client-server connection and a link between the Dialogys Server
and the DMS to be configured.
The documentation in the admin screen is therefore more limited than in the stand-alone mode.
As Dialogys is connected to the DMS, Repair Orders (RO) created in the DMS can be retrieved
by Dialogys.
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This mode enables the user to connect to central applications and in particular to connect to the
World Vehicle Database via the Ap2Ap electronic messaging system.

Connected client terminal mode - connected to the DMS
The main difference from the client-server mode above is that with this mode there is no Dialogys
server to which all the Dialogys client terminals are connected. A single terminal acts
simultaneously as the client terminal and the Dialogys server terminal. Each terminal is directly
connected to the DMS.
In this mode, the application update (CD0) and the data update must be run on each Dialogys
terminal.
In this mode, the prices and operation times (TM) used for calculating estimates are those held
on the DMS.
This mode requires a connection between each client-server terminal and the DMS to be
configured.
The documentation in the admin screen is also more limited than in the stand-alone mode.
As Dialogys is connected to the DMS, Repair Orders (RO) created in the DMS can be retrieved
by Dialogys.
This mode enables the user to connect to central applications and in particular to connect to the
World Vehicle Database via the Ap2Ap electronic messaging system.
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General information
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INTRODUCTION
This section explains the functions of the buttons, the toolbars and other standard components of
Dialogys.

DIALOGYS SCREEN

Once the DIALOGYS application has been started, the following screen appears:
¾

Without CLIP connection:

Figure 1: start screen
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¾

With CLIP connection:

Display fault finding

The screen consists of an upper toolbar and a lateral toolbar on the left side of the screen.
The top toolbar is permanent: it gives access to the main functions of Dialogys. The lateral
toolbar, on the other hand, is context-dependent: the buttons it displays depend on the choice
made in the upper toolbar.
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Functions of the top toolbar buttons
When you click on one of the upper toolbar buttons, it changes colour, and an icon symbolising
the selection is displayed.
Identity Button (shown here in "selected" status).
Button for access to the Repair Manual.
Button for access to the Technical Notes.
Button for access to the Spare Parts documentation.
Button for access to Operation Times.
Button for access to the contact form, allows the documentation
production department to be notified regarding a problem with document
content.
Button for access to the Admin screen.
Button for access to the Engine Peripherals menu.
Button for access to Sundry Items.
Button for access to the Service Coupon.
Button for access to the Estimate menu.
Button for access to Current Part Numbers.
Button for access to Sundries.
Button for access to Actis Solutions.
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Description of the icons

Represents the technical vehicle specification sheet.

Represents the Repair Manual (MR) documentation (repair method).

Represents the NT documentation (Technical Notes).

Represents the PR documentation (Spare Parts).

Represents the Actis Solutions

Represents the contact form.

Represents the Operation Times
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Functions of the side toolbar buttons
Most of these buttons depend on the current function. They will be described in the
corresponding sections. Only a few buttons in the lower part of the toolbar are permanent:

Access to help

You will also find a button allowing you to switch between two currencies: the euro and local
currency. For countries in the euro zone, there is only one currency.

Display prices in Currency

DIALOGYS 3000 MENUS
Clicking on one of the PR [Spare Parts], MR [Repair Manual] or NT [Technical Notes] buttons in
the upper toolbar brings up a menu allowing you to find what you are looking for in the
documentation in question.

The PR menu
The PR menu is shown below. Searches can be refined with a series of selections, which
together form a Technical Context (Figure 2). So, in the case of spare parts, you choose in
succession:

Figure 2: the PR access menu
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The buttons on the bottom line have the following functions:
To confirm your choice and access the information (in some cases, the application
will ask you for further information).
Active if the documentation in question has already been consulted, this button
allows you to return to the last technical context consulted.
Allows access to help screens concerning the documentation being consulted.
Closes the menu without initiating any action.
Finally, the upper part of the window gives access if required to special functions depending on
the documentation concerned. So, in the case of Spare Parts (figure 2), it is possible to search
by title. The special features of the menus associated with a given set of documentation are
described in the help pages of the documentation in question.

The MR and Technical Note menus
Two menus (folder structures) are available for MR and Technical Notes, depending on the
vehicle concerned.


For Dialogys 3000 vehicles (Clio 3, Mégane 2, Scénic 2, Logan, Laguna 3 and
forthcoming vehicles), the folder structure in figure 3 appears by default.



The other menu (shown in figure 2, common to PR, MR and Technical Notes) can still
be accessed however, via the "Classic folder structure" button (buttons at the bottom)



You can search for text via the "Text…" button (buttons at the bottom)

You can also run a search by selecting a series of options from the special MR/Technical Note
menu (figure 3).

Figure 3: access menu for repair manuals (and Technical Notes)
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THE WINDOWS AND DIALOGUE BOXES
The status bar
The on-screen data is summarised in an area under the top toolbar (figure 4).
Example for a MR or a Technical Note:
The vehicle context (Vehicle/After-Sales Type/Engine Type/Gearbox Type/Production Number) is
given on the left.
The component and operation concerned are given on the right.

Figure 4: The status bar

Display of the content of a window
In the application, you will different windows allowing you to make your selection. These
windows consists of several elements which perform a specific action (Figure 5).

Figure 5: An example window
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Description of the elements of this window:

Type of document

By sliding the cursors contained in these strips, you can scroll through the
content of the drop-down menu.

Dialogue box
This element allows the system to send the user a message or an information request. It is
necessary to respond to them to continue. There are different types of message in these
dialogue boxes.
For Dialogys 3000 vehicles, if there are fewer than 5 search matches, you can access the data
via the triple-panel layout.
If there are more than 5 possible results, you can filter by operation using a dialogue box (or,
display all matches by clicking on "Display"). (figure 6)

Figure 6: filtering by operation
Example of a dialogue box: choice of several options including cancellation (Figure 6).

Figure 7: example of a dialogue box
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OVERVIEW OF MR/NT DOCUMENTS:
Overview of PDF format

Figure 8: a document in Acrobat
A Repair Manual (MR) or Technical Note (NT) document displayed by Acrobat Reader consists of
two separate sections:


the Table of contents on the left-hand side, listing all the sections and sub-sections
contained in the document. By clicking on one of them, you will go directly to the page
concerned. The Document is displayed on the right-hand side.
Note: some documents do not have a table of contents. In this case, the area is blank.



Clicking on the bar separating the two sections causes the table of contents to appear or
disappear (when it disappears, the bar is located on the far left).
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Overview of Acrobat Reader and toolbar
Acrobat Reader is free program which comes with DIALOGYS. It opens automatically when
you want to consult a Repair Manual (MR) or Technical Note (NT) document.
Its use is completely independent of DIALOGYS. For this reason, we provide you with a few tips
concerning its use.
However, to obtain additional information, we invite you to consult the online help for this product
by clicking on the ? located at the top right-hand side of the main menu.

Toolbar

Allows you to search for a text string
in the document.

Allows you to go forward or back page
by page. Also allows you to go to the
first or the last page of the current
document.
Keeping the left-hand button of the mouse depressed, you can
increase or reduce the size of the document.
Keeping the left-hand button of the mouse depressed allows you to
"grab" the text and move around in the page being displayed.

Allows printing
document.

of

the

current
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OVERVIEW OF MR/NT DOCUMENTS:
Overview of Dialogys 3000 format (online)
When the Repair Manual or the Mechanical Technical Note is displayed, the integrated document
is shown on-screen, opening at the relevant section for the selected application.
This document appears in a single column and contains links between documents.

When a Dialogys 3000 Repair Manual or Technical Note is selected (e.g. Clio 3, Mégane 2,
Scénic 2, Logan, Laguna 3 and forthcoming vehicles), a new special Dialogys 3000 page
appears.
It is split into three areas (triple-panel layout), highlighting:
-

the Repair Manual/Technical Note selected (field 1)

-

the relevant fault-related Technical Notes (NTi) (field 2)

-

the relevant Actis solutions (field 3)
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The Identity Form
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INTRODUCTION

When the DIALOGYS application is started, the vehicle identity screen appears.
This screen allows you to display vehicle/customer files and to document the vehicle on which
you are working (by entering the technical specifications of the vehicle in question).

THE IDENTITY FORM
Overview of the identity form
The first screen displayed on starting the application corresponds to the Identity form of the
vehicle.
In this form you document the main technical specifications of the vehicle: Model, Type,
Production No., Year/month (the application will prompt you during the documentation process if
necessary).
¾

Without CLIP connection:

Figure 1: Start screen
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¾

With CLIP connection:

Display fault finding

The "Display fault finding" button appears in the menu on the left.

The different methods of access
Data entered via World Vehicle Database (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Identity form data entered via the World Vehicle Database (accessed via A2A)
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Data entered via Dealership Management System (Figure 2)
Data stored on the DMS can be accessed by entering data in the top section (customer file) or
the bottom section (vehicle file).
Once data has been entered in the relevant fields (e.g. the vehicle identification number), the
right-hand section of the identity form is populated with the relevant data related to the search
request.

Figure 2: Identity form data entered via the DMS
To do this, the terminal must be connected to the DMS (in connected client terminal mode or
client-server mode).
The "Repair Order N°" data can only be accessed when connected to the DMS.

Data entered via the vehicle type (Figure 3)
The model and engine type are then determined automatically.
In addition to these main details, other characteristics may be entered. This entry mode saves
you having to answer possible questions later.

Figure 3: Enter the vehicle type
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Procedure for populating the "Identity" form (cf. figure 1)
Model
Select Model in the identity form, a dialogue box appears (Figure 4):

Figure 4: Choice of vehicle model
Then select the model from the list and click on the OK button. This information will be
incorporated in the identity form.

Type
Select Type in the identity form. A dialogue box appears with a list of the types corresponding to
the model chosen (Figure 5):
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Figure 5: Choice of vehicle type
Select the type (FCOA) and click on the OK button. This information will be incorporated in the
identity form.

Production no.
Select Vehicle production number in the identity form, a dialogue box appears (Figure 6):

Figure 6: entering the vehicle fabrication number
Enter the production number which is 7 characters long (one factory letter followed by six
numbers), and click on the OK button. This information will be incorporated in the identity form.
If you do not know the production number, this dialogue box will allow you to obtain an
approximate number.
To do this, enter the year (last two numbers of the year), then, without leaving a space, enter the
two numbers corresponding to the month (E.g. 0002 for February 2000) (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Obtaining a production number
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The application will offer you a list of possible approximate production numbers based on the
factories.
From the list select an approximate production number.
In the example above, the vehicle may have been manufactured at Maubeuge ('U') or Flins ('F').
Click on the OK button. This information will be incorporated in the identity form.
Important: This method of approximation allows you to consult the documentation but does not
guarantee the reliability of the information. This is why it is essential to encourage entry of the
actual production number.
Identity form with the information entered (Figure 6):

Figure 8: Summary in the identity form

Status bar
The vehicle context (vehicle, After-Sales type, engine type, gearbox type, production number) is
displayed in the top left-hand section of the identity form.
The relevant operation and component appear in the top right-hand section of the identity form..

Other technical specifications of the vehicle
To enter the other technical specifications of the vehicle in the identity form, entry is identical to
the previous selections.

New vehicle
When you have finished consulting the documentation, to enter a new vehicle click on the New
vehicle button.
Important: by clicking on the New vehicle button, you lose all previously entered information
(but the parts list is retained).
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THE AFTER-SALES (APV) PLATE

After entering the vehicle type in the identity form, click on the After-Sales Plate button in the
toolbar on the left of the screen.
The application may ask you to enter the production number, to find out whether your vehicle is
fitted with the new After-Sales Plate.
If the vehicle is not affected by the new After-Sales Plate, the following message will appear on
the screen (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Vehicle not affected by the new After-Sales Plate
If it is affected, the application will display the After-Sales Plate information entry mask.
The type, and if available, the production number are already documented.
These two items of information cannot be changed in this entry mask: this can only be done in the
Identity form.
Some details can be entered and changed on this page.
To do this, click in the area you wish to complete, and a drop-down menu will appear.
From the list, select the value shown on the After-Sales Plate of the vehicle. The selected value
will then be entered in the field (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Entering other details

You can enter all the information appearing on the After-Sales Plate by repeating the operation
for each field.
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When you have entered all the information you consider necessary, click on the OK button.
Afterwards, you will find all this information in the Identity form (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Summary in the identity form

The functions of the After-Sales Plate entry mask

1st line: Vehicle type and production number

2nd line: Equipment level; additional limited edition then special edition specifications
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3rd line: Seat covers; interior matching trim

4th line: Technical specification; Options contained in the vehicle

CUSTOMER FILE
Create a customer
Click on the NAME field in the Identity screen, a dialogue box appears (figure 12).

Figure 12: Entering the name

Enter the name of the customer and click on Create, the following screen appears (figure 13).
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Figure 13: The customer information

Then complete all the fields. The customer is then stored in the application and displayed in the
customer file.

Finding a known customer in the application
Click on the NAME field in the Identity screen, a dialogue box appears (figure 12).
If you click on Search without entering a name, the application will display a sorted list of all the
customers already entered, together with the number of customers found (figure 14).

Figure 14: Searching for a customer
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Select the customer to be searched for and confirm. The customer is then displayed in the
customer file.
If you enter a single letter in the NAME field, the application will offer you a list of all names
beginning with that letter. The more letters you enter, the more selective the search will be.

Deleting a customer
To delete the customer, display the customer in the customer file and then click on the Delete
Customer button. A dialogue box appears (figure 15). Confirm deletion of the customer.

Figure 15: deletion of a customer
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Access by repair order
If you are connected to the DMS in workshop mode, you can fill in the technical context, customer
and vehicle dossiers by using the repair order number. To do this. click in the "Repair Order No."
field of the customer file. A dialogue box appears (figure 16).

Figure 16: Requesting repair order information

All identity sections are filled in automatically (figure 17).

Figure 17: Identity section

Note: two modes are available with the DMS:
•
•

Bank mode: this enables you to search for an account number but not for a repair order
number.
Workshop mode: this enables you to search for a repair order number but not for an
account number.
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THE VEHICLE FILE
Creating a vehicle
Click on the REGISTRATION NUMBER field in the Identity screen. A dialogue box appears
(figure 18).

Figure 18: entering the registration number

Enter the registration number and click on the Create button.
You can enter the VIN if it is available. The vehicle is displayed in the vehicle file.

Finding a known vehicle in the application
Click on the REGISTRATION NUMBER field in the Identity screen, a dialogue box appears
(figure 18).
If you click on Search without entering a number, the application will display a sorted list of all the
vehicles already entered, together with the number of vehicles found (figure 19).

Figure 19: Searching for a vehicle
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Select the vehicle to be searched for and confirm. The vehicle is then displayed in the customer
file.
If you enter a single character in the REGISTRATION NUMBER field, the application will offer
you a list of all registration numbers beginning with that character. The more characters you
enter, the more selective the search will be.

Deleting a vehicle
To delete a vehicle, display it in the vehicle file and then click on the Delete Vehicle button. A
dialogue box appears (figure 20). Confirm deletion of the customer.

Figure 20: Deletion of a vehicle

Linking the vehicle to the customer
Enter the registration number of the vehicle to be linked to a customer in the vehicle file.
Click on the NAME field in the Identity screen. Search for the required customer. A dialogue box
appears (figure 21).

Figure 21: Linking the vehicle
Confirm linking of the vehicle.
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Enter the vehicle's registration number or its VIN and confirm. The fields in the identity section are
filled in automatically (figure 23).

Figure 23: Identity section
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Vehicle
Spare Parts (PR)
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INTRODUCTION

The PR catalogues contain all the parts necessary for repairing RENAULT vehicles.
The DIALOGYS application automatically works out the part number using the technical
specifications of the vehicle you provide.
For each part number obtained, if it appears in the Prices file, the application extracts its
description, price, MSDT (Manufacturer, Source, Discount and Tax) in a Parts window.

ACCESS TO THE PR ILLUSTRATIONS
If not yet familiar with the organisation of the Dialogys menus, the reader should first refer to their
general description, the present paragraph only describing the special features of the PR access
menu.
Note: it is very likely that Dialogys will require information concerning the vehicle to be able to
access the right illustration. If this is the case, Dialogys will ask you questions which you must
answer.

1st mode: Access via main menu (top toolbar)
As for the other documents, a parts illustration can be accessed using the "PR" button on the
main menu (top toolbar).
Note: it is very likely that Dialogys will require information concerning the vehicle to be able to
access the right illustration. If this is the case, Dialogys will ask you questions which you must
answer.
A search window containing a text search field and a panel for searching the folder structure is
displayed (see information on "Types of search").

2nd mode: Access via the context menu (left-hand menu)
When a repair manual or a Technical Note is consulted, the related spare part(s) can also be
viewed. To do this, click on the "PR" button on the context menu (left-hand menu).
Note: it is very likely that Dialogys will require information concerning the vehicle to be able to
access the right illustration. If this is the case, Dialogys will ask you questions which you must
answer.
There are several possible results:
- if there is a single result referring to a single illustration and a single diagram: the illustration
is displayed directly;
- if there are several results referring to several illustrations but only one diagram: the first
relevant illustration is displayed. The other illustrations can be viewed using the page
turning button in the context menu.
- if there are several results referring to several diagrams: the various diagrams are
displayed. The appropriate diagram must be selected. The illustration(s) is/are then
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displayed. You can scroll through the other illustrations using the page turning button in the
context menu.

TYPES OF SEARCH
1) By part name
In addition to traditional access (by technical context), the PR menu also offers access by
searching for the part name. The search is performed within the titles of parts as they appear in
the Prices file.
For this search to be successful therefore, it is necessary to comply with the names used in it.
You are in particular recommended to only enter the first few characters of the word sought, as
the price list titles are themselves often truncated.
Example:

Figure 1: Search by name
The results are displayed in a form which is very similar to the technical context menu, with an
additional column on the right, containing, for each technical context found, a list of the part
names corresponding to the criteria.
This window gives access to the group of illustrations containing the part sought, provided it is
fitted to your vehicle (analysis of the conditions of applicability is actually only performed at the
moment of access to the illustration - Dialogys may ask you questions if the necessary technical
specifications are not known).
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2) By diagrams
In addition to the traditional means of access (via technical context), the PR menu also offers the
option of access by diagrams. By clicking on the "Diagrams" button, the available diagrams are
displayed and give access to the parts illustrations. Simply select the part you require.
Example:

THE PARTS ILLUSTRATION
The Parts illustration is the result of the request.
The section and the sub-section are then entered on the screen. (example: section 13, Fuel
Supply, Air filter).
A screen appears with an exploded view corresponding to the selected technical context (Figure
2).

Current page"/"Total number of pages". Click on >> or << to go
forward or back in the documentation.
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Allows you to reduce the format of the illustration.

Takes you back to the initial format of the illustration (in reduced
display mode).

Shows all the parts you have selected.

Figure 2: Exploded view of the selected part

Select the number marked on the part which relates to the part required and click when the
cursor appears.
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The screen will then display the part corresponding to your selection (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Parts window
This parts window enables repair manuals, Technical Notes or Actis Solutions and Additional
Parts to be viewed (using the button below)

THE PARTS WINDOW

The parts window contains:
 the number identifying the part in the exploded view
 the part number
 the description (name)
 the Net Price
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the MSDT (M = manufacturer code, S = source code, D = discount code, T= tax code)

"Add" Area
This area is used to modify the quantity by clicking the "+" or "-" buttons.
The "-" button is only visible when the quantity is greater than 1.
Add the part(s) to the parts list by clicking on the Estimate or Service coupon button.
"View" Area
"MR/NT/Actis" button
This button is used to view repair manuals, general and fault-related Technical Notes, and Actis
solutions related to the part. When this button is clicked, a three-panel results window is
displayed which only contains the repair manuals, general and fault-related Technical Notes and
Actis solutions which relate to the part in question.
The other button is used to access the Additional Parts.

Replacements
Normally, the Parts window contains the message No replacement.
Otherwise, the message Replacement chain appears in the window (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The replacement chain
Important: the Parts window always gives the latest valid part number (the replacement).
In the top right-hand window, DIALOGYS indicates the complete replacement chain.
By clicking on the window button, you will display previous replacements.

The additional information
This appears in the lower section of the Parts window (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The additional information
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Engine peripheral parts
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INTRODUCTION

The Engine PR menu deals with the engine peripheral components: carburettor (or
injection), starter, alternator and ignition module.
It is mainly used to search for part numbers for the components of these assemblies
since, unlike the part numbers of the assemblies, the part numbers of components are not shown
in the vehicle parts catalogues.
Dialogys does not automatically determine the part number as with vehicle spare parts. It
is the user himself who determines the part number according to the technical specifications of
the vehicle.

Method of accessing Engine PR
As for the other types of documentation, access to the engine peripherals is by way of the
Engine Parts menu (which appears when you click on the Engine PR button in the top toolbar). If
not yet familiar with the organisation of the Dialogys menus, the reader should refer to their
general description in the "General information" section.
Note: it is not necessary to have entered the information concerning the vehicle in order to
access the correct illustration.
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SELECTION OF ENGINE PERIPHERALS
There are two methods of accessing the Engine Periphery Spare Parts documentation:

1- Access by the menu
2- Access by the "exploded" mode

Access by the menu
Click on the Engine PR menu

, and the Engine PR window will appear (figure 1).

Figure 1: Engine PR window

Click on one of the options offered: by marque or by vehicle.
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Search using the part marque
If you choose to access by part marque, any vehicle model currently entered in the identity form
will not be taken into account.
Click on the marque option and select your component.
Dialogys will then offer you all the marques for this component (figure 2).

Figure 2: List of marques
Select the marque of your choice and confirm. The application will then display the illustration
searched for with the part numbers (figure 3).

Figure 3: Illustration of the requested marque
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Enter the required part number in the Current Part Numbers menu
The Part number window appears (figure 4).

.

Figure 4: Information about the part
Select the Estimate or Service coupon icon to add the part to one of these documents.
Note: If the estimate icon is greyed out, select a customer using the Identity menu.

Search using the vehicle type
Click on the part you are searching for.
Note: If you choose to access using this method, Dialogys takes into account the vehicle model
entered in the identity form. If it has not been entered in the identity form, a window will open to
allow you to choose the vehicle.
A table appears with the following information: the model, the vehicle type, the engine type, the
part marque, the part suffix and the identifier of the part manufacturer (figure 5).

Figure 5: Vehicle/part correspondence table
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Enter the part number in the Current Part Numbers menu which will bring up the Part number
window for adding it to the service coupon or estimate.

Access by "exploded" mode
Click on the Engine PR menu, the Engine PR window appears (figure 1).
Select the Marque or Vehicle option and open the Exp views menu
the following window will appear (figure 6).

to access this mode;

Figure 6: Exploded mode for the "vehicle" option

Select one of the diagrams, you will then have the same screen sequence as if accessing by the
menu.
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Sundry Items
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INTRODUCTION

The PR Sm Pts menu deals with sundry items: attachment components (nuts and bolts,
rivets, clips, etc.) and miscellaneous parts (door hinges, adhesive tapes, etc.).
In Dialogys, the part numbers appear directly on the screen and the user can select them
according to their characteristics.

Method of accessing PR Sm Pts
As for the other types of documentation, access to sundry items is by way of the Small
Parts menu (which appears when you click on the PR Sm Pts button in the upper toolbar). If not
yet familiar with the organisation of the Dialogys menus, the reader should refer to their general
description in the "General information" section.
Note: it is not necessary to have entered the information concerning the vehicle in order to
access the correct illustration.
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SELECTION OF PR Sm Pts
There are two methods of accessing the Sundry Items documentation:
1- Access by the main menu
2- Access by the "exploded" mode

Access by the menu
Click on the Small Parts menu

, the Small Parts window appears (figure 1).

Figure 1: PR Sm Pts window

Select the part group and confirm.
A screen appears with the selected part type (figure 2).
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Figure 2: Parts window

You can click on the following button located on the left side of the window to display a list of the
part numbers and characteristics (figure 3).

Figure 3: Part numbers and characteristics
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Click on the Look up part number button
and enter the part number of the
selected part. The Part number window appears (figure 4).

Figure 4: Information about the part
Select the Estimate or Service coupon icon to add the part to one of these documents.
Note: If the estimate icon is greyed out, select a customer using the Identity menu.
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Access by the "exploded" mode
Click on the PR Sm Pts menu, the PR Sm Pts window appears.
Click on the Diagrams menu to access exploded view mode. The following window appears
(figure 5).

Figure 5: Diagrams

You can also access exploded view mode when you are in the Parts window, using the button on
the left
.
Select one of the diagrams. You will then have the same screen sequence as if accessing by the
menu.
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Operation time
(TM)
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INTRODUCTION

The "Operation Time" function can be used to access the list of coded operation times and to
create an estimate.
When you are in the list of operation times corresponding to your search criteria, select the one
you want to add to the estimate, then click on the Add to estimate icon.

SELECTION OF OPERATION TIMES

Enter the technical specifications of the vehicle on the identity form and click on the TM
in the toolbar at the top of the screen. The Operation
(operation times) button
time window appears (figure 1):

Figure 1: The Operation Times window
Via this window, the user can access the operation times as follows:
- Code search
- Text search

- Folder structure search
- Diagram search

Select the technical context, the required component and the required function (respectively the
left-hand, centre and right-hand windows ). You will then obtain the TM codes for the chosen
function (figure 2).
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Figure 2: List of TMs for the chosen function
The window consists of 4 columns:
Code: this is the code corresponding to the operation time.
Description: title of the operation time.
Technical nature: technical nature of the operation time.
Time: duration of the operation time in hours and decimal fractions (e.g. 0.2 = 12 min).

Note: the "Diagrams"
mode allows the menu to be viewed in the form of diagrams. The
TM classification is the same.
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Search by code
Click on the Search by code
A dialogue box appears (figure 3).

button in the Operation Times Manual screen.

Enter the TM code and click on "OK". The screen with the corresponding TM code appears.

Search by text
This mode of access allows an operation to be found using a word appearing in the full title.
Click on the "Text search" button. Enter the full name and click on "OK". A list of the TM codes
whose title contains the word(s) sought will be displayed.

Enter the word(s) to be searched for (e.g. clutch) and confirm. A list of the TM codes whose title
contains the word(s) sought will be displayed.
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Folder structure search

Select the technical context and the component and function required. The TM codes for the
function required appear directly.

Diagram search

The "Diagram" search shows the menu using diagrams. The TM classification is the same.

ADD TO THE ESTIMATE
When you are in the list of operation times corresponding to your search criteria, select the one
you want to add to the estimate, then click on the Add to estimate icon
on the
left of the screen.
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Repair Manuals
(MR) and Fault Finding
Manuals(Fault finding manuals not
available for Laguna 3)
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In the former folder structure, MR documents could be accessed by:
-

Selecting the technical domain (window on the left)

-

Selecting the relevant section (window on the right) then by clicking on the "OK"
button.

For Component Repair Manuals, the following screen now appears with the list of all "MRs"
relating to the required component code (Figure 3):

Figure 3: List of MRs concerning the selected component


List of documents: list of Repair Manuals (MR) to be consulted for the selected
component code.



Paragraphs selected: list of the paragraphs contained in the selected Repair Manual
(MR).

Application conditions: A table is displayed at the bottom of the window and contains:
- The vehicle type
- The engine type
- The gearbox type

Displaying the document
Documents can be displayed in two ways - either in Dialogys 3000 format (online format,
integrated on-screen), or in Pdf format (as was previously the case with Dialogys).
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Displaying documents in online format
The document is displayed in a single column, with a scroll bar on the right-hand side which can
be used to navigate through the document.
The user can navigate to another MR or another Technical Note using the active links (using
hyperlinks in the text or using the "MR/NT/Actis Solutions" button on the context menu, on the
left-hand side) or can even navigate to a part number (via the context menu, on the left-hand
side).

Figure 4: Displaying the required manual in online format

Displaying documents in PDF format
Click on the Display the document button in the toolbar on the left of the screen or double click
on the manual chosen to make it appear on the screen.
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Figure 5: Displaying the required manual in PDF format

Moving around in the documentation
On the upper part of the document there is a toolbar consisting of buttons on which you must
click to call up a function.

When you place the mouse over a button, the application displays a little information bubble on
the cursor, indicating the function of this button.
You have the option of printing the document and to do this, click on File/Print in the Acrobat
Reader toolbar (same as for Technical Notes).
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Technical Notes
(NT)
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INTRODUCTION
Technical Notes (with the exception of wiring diagrams) are shown in the Dialogys application,
and are updated with each new CD-ROM. Dialogys allows you to find them easily according to
your method of selection, and to consult them.
Technical Notes are available on the CDs which are supplied on a monthly basis or in real time
for D3K vehicles (Laguna 3, Clio 3, Logan, Mégane 2 etc.) if there is an Ap2Ap connection.

SELECTION OF NTS (Technical Notes)

Once the technical vehicle specifications have been entered in the identity form and after
clicking the "NT" button on the toolbar at the top of the screen, the Technical Notes window
appears (figure 1).
As for repair manuals, there are 3 ways of accessing Technical Notes.
The new menu (figure 1) is displayed by default.
The Technical Note can be selected by choosing the Domain, Function, Group, then the
Component.

Figure 1: access menu for Technical Notes (and repair manuals)

The old menu displaying the folder structure (figure 2) can still be accessed using the "Classic
folder structure" button (bottom right-hand side).
Finally, Technical Notes can also be accessed using the "Text…" button.
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Figure 2: Old NT menu

Functions of the buttons at the top of the Technical Notes
window

Number
By clicking on the Number button, you obtain a dialogue box (figure 2).

Figure 2: Choosing an NT number
Enter an NT number and DIALOGYS will search for the Note(s) and display a list of them. In
this case, the vehicle entered is not taken into account.
The * character can be entered at the end as a wildcard: for example, to list all the Notes in the
2500 series, the search string entered would be "250*".
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Recent
Clicking on the "Recent" button displays a list of recent Technical Notes (figure 3) or the threepanel window depending on the scope of the document (figure 3’).

Figure 3: List of recent NTs

NTI Area 2
Actis Solutions
Area 3
Figure 3’: List of recent Technical Notes in area 2
In this window, you can sort the list. To do this, click on the different fields at the top of the
columns: No., Date, Type, Colour, Page, Document Title, Applicability.

Recalls
Clicking on the "Recall" button displays the list of systematic recalls for the vehicle concerned
(figure 4) or the three-panel window depending on the scope of the document (figure 4’).
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Figure 4: List of recalls

NTI Area 2

Actis Solutions
Area 3
Figure 4’: List of Technical Note recalls in area 2

Text
by clicking on the Text button, you obtain a dialogue box (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Searching for a word

Enter a word or part of a word and click on the OK button. DIALOGYS will search through all
the Notes:


Concerning the vehicle entered



Having this word in their titles.
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Vehicle, After-Sales Type, Engine, Gearbox
The Vehicle, After-Sales Type, Engine, Gearbox buttons: by clicking on these buttons, a
dialogue box appears. It allows you to enter the technical specifications corresponding to your
choice.

In the "Technical Notes" window
Select the technical domain (window on the left)
Select the section code to be searched for (window in centre).
Clicking on the "OK" button displays a list of all documents referring to the section code and
vehicle entered (figure 6) or the three-panel window depending on the scope of the document.

Figure 6: List of documents corresponding to the selected domain

Figure 7: Information on the selected Note
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Displaying the document
Documents can be displayed in two ways:
- either in Dialogys 3000 format (online format, integrated on-screen)
- or in PDF format (as was previously the case with Dialogys MPF).

Displaying documents in online format
The document is displayed in a single column, with a drop-down menu on the right-hand side
which can be used to navigate through the document.
The user can navigate to another MR or another Technical Note using the active links (using
hyperlinks in the text or using the "MR/NT/Actis Solutions" button on the context menu, on the
left-hand side) or can even navigate to a part number (via the context menu, on the left-hand
side).
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Displaying documents in PDF format
Click on the Display the document button in the toolbar on the left of the screen or double click
on the Note chosen to make it appear on the screen (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Display of a Note

Moving around in the documentation
On the upper part of the document there is a toolbar consisting of buttons on which you must click
to call up a function.
When you place the mouse over a button, the application displays a little information bubble on
the cursor, indicating the function of this button.
You can print the document. To do this, click on File/Print in the toolbar in the Acrobat Reader
application.
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Actis
Solutions
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ACCESS TO THE ACTIS SOLUTIONS
ACTIS solutions are only available if the D3K terminal is configured (A2A connection) and if the
ACTIS-GPS services are accessible.
Actis solutions can only be accessed if the VIN has been entered via the World Vehicle
Database.
Accessing Actis solutions:
- Using the "ACTIS Solutions" button on the main menu (figure 1)
- Using the implicit link via the "MR/NT/Actis Solutions" button in the context menu

Dialogue box linked to the "ACTIS Solutions" button in the main
menu:

ACTIS Solutions

Text…

Texte…
MR Dialogys
Solutions
via
ECR

Number

Figure 1: Actis Solutions dialogue box

ACTIS solutions can be searched:
- either using the D3K folder structure (folder structure displayed by default)
- or using the ECR folder structure (click on the "Solutions via ECR" button, on the bottom
right-hand side, figure 1)
- or by text string
- or by number
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ACTIS (ECR) folder structure screen:
The title will change according to the type of information required; it will either read "ACTIS
Solutions via ECR" or "NTI via ECR".
The ECR two-level folder structure is the current layout for ACTIS-GPS. (figure 2)

Solutions ACTIS par ECR

Type d’incident:

Détail :

Incident Bruit Climatisation

Porte / Bruit Manœuvre

Incident Ouvrants / Bruit d’air

Portes : Bruit Roulage

Incident Vitres

Coffre/Hayon : Bruit à la manoeu

Incident AAAAAAAAAAA

Coffre/hayon : bruit de roulage

Incident BBBBBBBBBBB

Lève-Vitre Méca;Bruit manoeuv.

Incident CCCCCCCCCCCC

Lève-Vitre elec:Bruit Manoeu

Incident DDDDDDDDDD

Bruit d’Air

Incident EEEEEEEEEEEEE

Toit ouvrant,capote:bruit

Incident FFFFFFFFFFFFFF

Portes vitres:etanch eau

Incident GGGGGGGGGG

Vitres fixes : etancheite ea

Incident HHHHHHHHHH

Coffre,hayon:etanch eau

Incident IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Toit ouv, capote;etanc eau

Incident JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ

Vitres,Joints Vitres: Aspect

Incident KKKKKKKKKKK

Joints portes,hayon:aspect

Texte…

MR Dialogys

Figure 2: ECR folder structure (for Actis Solutions and NTIs)

The results are displayed in the form of a list of solutions grouped by ECR, in reverse
chronological order according to the date they were updated.
They are displayed in the three-panel window below (bottom section).
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NTI Area 2

Actis Solutions
Area 3

Figure 3: Display of Actis Solutions in the three-panel window (bottom section)
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Displaying Actis Solutions
An ACTIS Solution is displayed in the display area with hyperlinks (to the NTIs and attached
documents) (figure 4)
The "Technical Note", "Customer Complaint", "Recommended Solution" and "Attached
Document" sections are highlighted in bold.

Figure 4: Opening the selected Actis Solution on screen
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The user can display the attached document in a window in Acrobat Reader (as a PdF document)
by clicking on the hyperlink in the attached document. (figure 5)

Identity

Contact

MR

PR

PR Sm Pts

Other

Service Coupons

Misc. Prods

Admin screen

ACTIS Solutions

NT

TM

Engine PR

MOTRIO

Estimate

Current Part No.s

Figure 5: Opening the attached document in PDF format

The same type of screen is available for viewing the relevant NTI.

Navigation
The only way to navigate in ACTIS solutions is using the explicit links within the text of the
solution. In this case, the context buttons will not be active.
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The estimate
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USING ESTIMATES
Selection/Creation of an estimate
After selecting or creating a vehicle (with the registration number entered) in the identity form, you
can click on the Estimate menu

located to the left of the screen.

The application then displays a window showing estimates already made for this vehicle (figure
1).

Figure 1: Estimate selection/creation

Note: This window is blank if no estimate has been made for this vehicle.

Each line of this window represents an estimate. In it you will find:
- The estimate no.: number generated by the application.
- Its status: if an asterisk appears in the column, the estimate has been confirmed.
- The vehicle: registration number of the vehicle.
- The customer: name of the customer (if entered in the identity form).
- The account no.: number of the customer account (if entered in the identity form).
- The date of creation: date and time of creation of the estimate.
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To select an estimate, click on the corresponding line and confirm.
To create an estimate for the current vehicle, click on the Create button at the bottom of the
estimate selection window.

Notes:

- the estimate number and the vehicle registration number are immediately

updated in the "ES" button.
- if there is an asterisk next to the registration number in the "ES" button, the estimate has
been confirmed.

An estimate is retained for the time you have set in the Admin screen.

Displaying an estimate
Click on the estimate button
to display the selected estimate (figure 2).
If no estimate has been selected, the application displays the selection window (see previous
paragraph).

Figure 2: Display of the estimate
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In the estimate header, you will find the following fields:

- The estimate no.: this field shows the number of the estimate generated by the application.
- The Validation date: the date on which the estimate was confirmed.
- The registration number: registration number of the vehicle (can be entered in the identity
form).
- The VIN: VIN of the vehicle (can be entered in the identity form).
- The vehicle type: not compulsory.
- The mileage: entry compulsory when confirming the estimate.
- The customer account no.: modifiable in the identity form.
- The customer reference: not compulsory.
- The customer details: can be entered in the identity form.
- The customer type: this field allows you to choose a customer type from among those created
in the Admin screen.
In the Admin screen, for each customer group, it is possible to enter hourly rates or parts prices
with special discounts.
- The Sales code: identity of the person confirming the estimate (only if passwords are used).
- Estimate message: can be entered in the Admin screen.
- The document area: allows the user to enter any additional information he regards as useful.

Producing an estimate
In an estimate, you can show:
- lines of parts or products (see the Current Part Numbers and Sundries sections).
- lines of operation times (see Operation times).
- a Sundry Items line.
- a paint consumables line.
- a recycling line for countries having this requirement.

Calculation options
At the bottom left of the estimate are a number of tickboxes allowing different calculations of the
estimate.
- If you tick the Net (excluding tax) box, the application will perform the estimate calculation
without including taxes.
- If you tick the Without Sundry Items box, the application will perform the estimate calculation
without showing the amount for sundry items.
- If you tick the box Without recycling, the application will perform the estimate calculation
without showing the amount for recycling parts.

Note: in some countries, it is compulsory to perform the calculation without Sundry Items and
without recycling. These two boxes will therefore already be ticked and cannot be changed.
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Calculate button
This button enables the user to start calculating the estimate. It does not
however confirm the estimate. The user can still enter or delete operation times and parts. After
each modification, the result of the previous calculation disappears.
Note: when connected to the DMS, there are two modes of calculating an estimate
•
•

Local mode
Remote mode

When you are in remote mode the DMS calculates the estimate itself.

Print button
This button allows the user to start printing the estimate. If the calculation has
not been made, the application does it automatically before printing. At this stage, you can still
change and reprint an estimate.

Confirm button
This button enables the user to confirm the estimate.
If you have configured the use of a password on your terminal, you will be asked this in order to
confirm the estimate.
Note: a confirmed estimate can no longer be changed.

Enter a part no. button
This button allows the user to enter a part number recognised by the estimate
program without having to find it in the various sets of documentation. Click on the Enter a part
no. button, the following dialogue box appears (figure 3).
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Figure 3: Enter the part number and the quantity
Enter a part number and the quantity and confirm.

Change the line button
This button allows the user to change part lines and operation time lines
entered into the estimate.
Click on the Change line button, the following window appears (figure 4).

Figure 4: Change one line of the estimate
In general, all the information given by the user can be changed. But the information taken from
the different sets of documentation cannot be changed.
E.g. coded operation times, price of parts included in the Prices file, etc.

Delete the line button
This button allows the user to delete a line of his choice.
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Select the estimate line to be deleted and click on the Delete line button, the following message
appears (figure 5).

Figure 5: Deletion of a line
Confirm the deletion of the line.

Enter a coded TM button
This button allows the user to enter a known TM code into the estimate,
without having to search for it in the operation times catalogue.
Click on the Enter a coded TM button, a dialogue box appears (figure 6).

Figure 6: Entering the TM code

Enter the TM code, then confirm.

Enter uncoded TM button
This method only concerns countries using the technical nature as a criterion.
This button gives access to a screen where the user can:
- Create labour operations not appearing in the RENAULT catalogue.
- Store these labour operations in order to use them later.
Click on the Enter an uncoded TM button, the uncoded labour operations documentation screen
appears (figure 7).
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Figure 7: Creation of an uncoded labour operation
Creation of an uncoded labour operation

To create an uncoded labour operation, the user must specify certain criteria.

For operations defined by a time, the user must enter:
- the technical domain (Mechanical, Bodywork or Paintwork).
- the component (title changes depending on the technical domain).
- the technical nature for certain countries (Low Technicality, Highly Technical, Very Highly
Technical).

For fixed price operations, the user selects:
- the Menu price option appearing at the same level as the technical data
Using these criteria, DIALOGYS automatically determines the operation number.
The user must then enter the operation title:
- Click in the Title field.
- Enter the title of the operation and confirm.
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Then the time, or the amount for fixed price operations, must be entered:
- Click in the time field, a dialogue box appears (figure 8).

Figure 8: Entering the operation time

- Enter the operation time then confirm (the unit of time is expressed in decimal format, 1 hr
30 mins is expressed as 1.5).
- Click in the "Net Price" area (only for fixed price operations), a dialogue box appears (figure 9).

Figure 9: Entering the net price tax for fixed price operations

- Enter the net price (excluding tax) for the fixed price operations.

Entering an uncoded labour operation into the estimate

After creating or selecting an uncoded labour operation, click on the Add to estimate button to
insert this operation in the estimate.
After adding the operation to the estimate, the estimate remains on screen so that the user can
store it. To do this, click in the Title field, fill in the field and click on the Save button.
To clear the operation from the screen, click on the Clear button.
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Recording a stored uncoded labour operation

For countries authorised to use the different technical nature rates

The buttons used to define the operation code can also be used to sort the list of operations to be
displayed.
- For example, if the user wants to display a list of bodywork operations concerning panelwork
components, he will use the buttons in the following way (figure 10).

Figure 10: To obtain a list of panelwork operations

Click on the List of operations
displayed (figure 11).

, button, the Uncoded TM selection window is

Dialogys then offers a list of all the stored 4XXX operations (figure 11).

Figure 11: List of stored panelwork operations
-

If the user wants to display a list of Low Technicality bodywork operations, he uses the
buttons in the following way (figure 12).
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Figure 12: To obtain a list of Low Technicality bodywork operations

Click on the List of operations
displayed (figure 13).

button, the Uncoded TM selection window is

Figure 13: List of Low Technicality bodywork operations

Dialogys then offers a list of all the stored X999 operations (figure 13).
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For countries not authorised to use the different technical nature rates
- For example, if the user wants to display a list of bodywork operations, he will use the buttons in
the following way (figure 14).

Figure 14: To obtain a list of bodywork operations
Click on the List of operations button, the Uncoded TM selection window is displayed (figure
15).
Dialogys then offers a list of all the stored XXXX operations (figure 15).

Figure 15: List of bodywork operations
- If the user wants to display a list of bodywork operations concerning panelwork components, he
will use the buttons in the following way (figure 16).

Figure 16: To obtain a list of panelwork operations

Click on the List of operations button, the Uncoded TM selection window is displayed (figure
17).
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Figure 17: List of panelwork operations

Dialogys then offers a list of all the stored 4XXX operations (figure 17).
- Once you have chosen the search domain (mechanical, bodywork, etc.), select the operation of
interest from the list and confirm. This will be displayed on screen (figure 18) and you can add it
to your estimate.

Figure 18: Displaying the chosen operation
Changing a stored uncoded labour operation
- When saving an operation, Dialogys assigns it a unique key. This key contains the operation
code and title (0999, 4888, etc.).
- To modify a stored operation, simply recall it, make the changes and click on the Save changes
button.
- If the key has not been changed, Dialogys suggests replacing the old operation with the one you
want to save.
- If the key has been changed, Dialogys saves the new operation. If the user does not wish to
keep the old operation, he must delete it.
Deletion of a stored uncoded labour operation
In the Uncoded TM selection window, click on the Delete button.
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Clearing an operation
In the Operation not specified in the manual window, click on the Clear button.

Note: only 200 uncoded operations can be stored.

Add all to service coupon button
This button allows the user to add the parts and products in the estimate to a service coupon.
Click on the Add all to service coupon button at the bottom left of the estimate.
Where the customer agrees to have a vehicle repaired according to the estimate, this order
avoids the need to re-enter the parts.
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Result of the estimate calculation
After calculation, Dialogys presents the estimate in three sections separated by a subtotal (figure
19).
The first section contains all the parts, the second section contains the fixed price or other labour,
and the third part contains sundries.
In this third section, the user will find:
- products inserted by the estimate
- a line for sundry items
- a line for paint consumables
Important: it is important that in the estimate products are distinguished from parts. In fact, in
certain countries, the amount for products must not be included when calculating sundry items.
At the bottom of the estimate, the user will find the amounts according to the tax rate:
- the gross amount excluding tax
- the net amount excluding tax
- the amount of tax
- the amount including tax
These four amounts are also given by Dialogys for the total of the estimate.

Figure 19: Example of an estimate
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The Service coupon
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USING THE SERVICE COUPON

Service coupon selection
The Service coupon
button on the left side of the screen allows you to select a
service coupon already created (or to create a new service coupon, see following section).
If the field next to the button is empty, no service coupon has been selected. Otherwise, the field
contains the reference number of the selected service coupon.
To select a service coupon, click on this field. The Service coupon selection window appears
(figure 1).

Figure 1: Choosing a service coupon from the list

In this window, you obtain a list of the coupons already created for the vehicle/customer file
entered in the identity form.

By default you obtain a list of coupons which are not approved
To obtain a list of approved coupons, click on the Approved button
These coupons can only be used for consultation purposes (cannot be amended).
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For each coupon in the list, the following information is given:

Service coupon No.: service coupon number generated by the application.
Status: if there is an asterisk (*) in the column, the coupon has been confirmed.
RO No.: Repair Order number or invoice number (if entered in the service coupon).
Vehicle: registration number of the vehicle (if entered in the identity form).
Customer: name of the customer (if entered in the identity form).
Account: customer account number (if entered in the identity form).
Date: date and time of creation of the service coupon.

The service coupon button field allows the status of the service coupon to be indicated:
- a diamond between the service coupon number and the registration number of the vehicle
indicates that the coupon has not been confirmed.
- an asterisk * between the service coupon number and the registration number of the vehicle
indicates that the coupon has been confirmed.

Creation of a service coupon
To create a new service coupon for the current file, click on the Create button at the bottom of the
service coupon selection window (see figure 1).
The new service coupon is automatically selected.
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Displaying a service coupon
Click on the Service coupon button to display the selected service coupon (figure 2).

Figure 2: Display of the service coupon

Registration number: this field displays the registration number of the vehicle (if entered on the
Identity Form).
Repair Order no.: a dialogue box appears when you click in this field. Enter the Repair Order
number or invoice number and confirm (figure 3).

Figure 3: Enter the number of the document

Coupon number: this field indicates the number of the service coupon generated by the
application.
Customer ref: a dialogue box appears when you click in this field. Enter or change the reference
and confirm (figure 4).
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Figure 4: Comment of your choice
Order no.: a dialogue box appears when you click in this field. Enter or change the order number
and confirm (figure 5).

Figure 5: Enter the order form number

Document area: click in the text field. Enter a free text comment to appear on the service coupon
and confirm.
Non-availability status: an asterisk in this field indicates the degree of urgency.
- 0: PVI (Vehicle Off Road)
- 1: Urgency 1 (delivery of the part within 24 h)
- 2: Urgency 2 (delivery of the part within two weeks)
User: this field shows the identity of the person confirming the service coupon if the use of
passwords has been selected in the Admin screen.
Team: click in the text field. A dialogue box appears.
Enter the team letter and confirm (figure 6).

Figure 6: Enter the team code or the number of the Technical Engineer

Customer account no.: this field displays the customer account number taken from the identity
form. It cannot be modified on the service coupon.
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Customer field: this field displays the details of the customer taken from the identity form. They
cannot be modified on the service coupon.
Bin: field not used in the stand-alone version. (Used exclusively by dealerships having a
version linked in real time to the management system).
Part number: number of the part.
Description: name of the part.
Quantity ordered: quantity of the part ordered.
Charge to: this field allows entry of a Charge to code (E.g.: P=Cash, R=Guarantee, etc.).
Line no.: number of the line in the service coupon.
UP excl. tax: the unit price of the part excluding tax.
Order reference: allows you to enter an identifier to track the parts order.
If the user has not filled in this field, the application uses it if necessary to display the number of
the order form to which the part has been added.

Once you are in the service coupon window, you can enter part numbers in order to add them to
the coupon.
To do this, click on the Enter a part no. button on the left
, and a dialogue box
appears (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Enter the part number and the quantity

Enter the part number and confirm. Dialogys then displays the Parts window in which you can
adjust the quantity and add the part to the document.
If you have several part numbers and you want to skip the stage of displaying the Parts window,
you can enter the desired quantity after the part number together with the order reference.
Dialogys then adds the part directly to the service coupon and returns you to the blank window to
make a new entry.
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As soon as you have entered the parts in the service coupon, you can:

Change lines
Select the parts line(s) to be changed, click on the Change the line button
following window appears (figure 8).

, the

Figure 8: Change a line in a service coupon
Enter the change(s) and confirm

Delete lines
Select the line(s) to be deleted and click on the Delete line button.
request appears. Confirm the lines to be deleted.

A confirmation

Confirming the service coupon
When you have added the parts you want, you can confirm the service coupon. Click on the
Confirm button
.
A confirmed service coupon cannot be modified and is stored for the period you have set
in the Admin screen (see Admin Screen section).

You can sort the part lines into ascending order by clicking on the following fields: Part numbers,
Degree of urgency and Order references.
When you are in the service coupon, you can create an order form. To do this, click on the Order
form
button to select (See Order form section).
Select one or more lines of the service coupon and add them to the order form by clicking on the
Add lines
field (see Order form section).
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Click on the Go to order form button

in order to access it more quickly.

Printing the service coupon
Click on the Print button

.

A window appears (figure 9).

Figure 9: Summary window
Even if the coupon has not been confirmed you can still print it. A message is displayed at the top
of each page of the coupon:
Message: DOCUMENT BEING PREPARED.
You can print a copy of the confirmed order form.

Current orders
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On the identity form there is a Current orders button which allows users to display a list of all
open service coupons which have not been approved.
Example: to reuse a previously opened service coupon:
- Click on the Current orders field on the Identity screen. A list of unapproved service
coupons for the customer/vehicle file appears (figure 10).

Figure 10: List of service coupons not approved

- Select a service coupon and confirm. The corresponding customer is then entered into
the identity form.
- Click on the Service coupon button to display the current service coupon you have
selected.

An unconfirmed service coupon which contains at least one part will be retained for the
period you have set in the Admin screen.
An unconfirmed service coupon containing no parts will be deleted overnight.
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The Order form
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USING AN ORDER FORM
To be able to use the Order form functionality, you must carry out the following operations, as a
one-off operation, after installing DIALOGYS.

Creation of a customer corresponding to your dealership in the identity form (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Entering the name and account number of your dealership

To do this, you must enter the account number of your dealership in the identity form
corresponding to your dealership.
This account number must be the same as the one you have entered in the Admin screen, in the
dealership account number field.

These operations are essential to allow order forms to be created and are only performed
once, when Dialogys is being installed.
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Creation and documentation of an order form
- From a "Service coupon" created for one of your customers (see Service coupon), select one
or more parts lines which you want to add to the order form (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Selection of lines to add to the order form

- Click on the Order form field

to create or select an order form.

- The order form selection window appears (figure 3).

Figure 3: Creating or selecting an order form

- If you using an existing order form, select it from the displayed list and confirm. The order form
number appears in the Order form field.
- To create a new order form, click on the "Create" button. The new order form number appears in
the Coupon number field.
- To add the selected part lines to the order form, click on the Add the lines
in the service coupon window.

button
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Note: - the part lines you wish to add to the order form can be selected on the service coupon
before or after creation of the order form.
- In the Order reference field of the service coupon, the lines added to the order form
have a number preceded by an arrow (E.g.: Æ3). This number is the number of the order form.
The arrow in this direction means that the part has been added (figure 4).

Figure 4: Service coupon

- If you have entered anything in the Order reference field before adding the line, this
information will be retained.
- Click on the Go to order form field

.

- In the Order reference field of the order form, lines added from a service coupon have
a number preceded by an arrow (E.g.: Å2). This number is the number of the service coupon.
The arrow in this direction means that the part comes from it (figure 5).

Figure 5: The order form

- If you have entered anything in the Order reference field before adding the line, this
information will be retained.

An order form which does not contain any parts is deleted the next day.

- Only the Back to coupon button is specific to the order form. If you have been brought
to the order form when previously in a service coupon, this button allow you to return to it
.
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Printing the order form
Click on the "Print" button

.

A window appears (figure 6).

Figure 6: Summary window

Even if the coupon has not been confirmed you can still print it. A message is displayed at the top
of each page of the coupon:
Message: DOCUMENT BEING PREPARED.

You can print a copy of the confirmed order form.
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Current Part Numbers
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USING THE CURRENT PARTS MENU

The Current Part Numbers window
On the Dialogys toolbar, click on the
appears (figure 1).

button, the Current Part Numbers window

Figure 1: The "Current Part Numbers" window

Management of the Current Part Numbers list is performed using the buttons and icons found in
this window.
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Adding a part number
- Click on the Add button in the Current Part Numbers window. A dialogue box appears (figure 2).

Figure 2: Enter the part name and number

- Enter the part name and number and confirm. The part is stored in the list of Current Part
Numbers.

Changing a part number
- In the Current Part Numbers list, click on the lines to be changed, then click on the Change
button. A dialogue box appears (figure 3).

Figure 3: Changing a part number

- Change the lines of your choice and confirm.
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Deleting a part number
- In the Current Part Numbers list, click on the lines to be deleted, then click on the Delete button.
A dialogue box appears (figure 4).

Figure 4: Deleting a part number

- Confirm deletion of the line(s) by clicking on Delete .

Locating a part number
- Key in or select from the list the current part number for which you need to know the conditions
of use and click on the Locate… button.

Dialysis then displays a list of models in respect of which the part number appears in the Spare
Parts documentation (figure 5).

Figure 5: Part occurrence list

- Click on OK when you have noted it.

This functionality only includes models contained on the Discontinued Ranges CD-ROM.
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Querying a part number
From the list of Current Part Numbers select the line to be queried click on Query (see figure 1),
the information form for the chosen part number appears (figure 6).

Figure 6: Part information window
You can enter the part number directly into the keyboard if you know it (Keyboard reference
field). Click on the Query button and the part information window for the part number entered will
appear.

Adding part numbers to a document
To add part numbers directly to a service coupon or estimate without going through the part
information window, select the line(s) to be added from the Current Part Numbers window:

- To select a part number, click on the corresponding line.

- To select several lines, keep the Shift [for MACs] or Control [for PCs] key depressed
while clicking on the chosen part numbers.

You can then adjust the quantity by clicking on the arrows. If you have selected several part
numbers, the quantity ordered will be identical.
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Click on the Service coupon
these documents.

or Estimate

button to add the lines to either one of

Sorting the list of Current Part Numbers
You can perform a sort of the parts in the Current Part Numbers window according to two
criteria: the part number and the title.

Important: the maximum number of Current Part Numbers is 500.
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Sundries
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INTRODUCTION
Users can use the following groups:

: a Miscellaneous lubricants and fluids group
: a Tyres group
: a Batteries group

: a Paint consumables group
: an Accessories group
a Miscellaneous group (nuts and bolts, pins, etc.)

: a Servicing group

The Servicing group is more specific, allowing the user to define and store parts and
products necessary for the periodic servicing performed on vehicles.

OPERATION OF THE SUNDRIES WINDOW
Click on the Sundries button in the Dialogys toolbar. The following window appears (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Entering sundries

Management of sundries information is performed using the buttons and icons found in this
window.

Creating a marque
- First select the group. To do this, click on the group of your choice (oil, tyres, etc.). Then click on
the Marques panel (left-hand column in the "Sundries" window). This panel is bordered by a thick
frame.
- Click on the Add button, a dialogue box appears (figure 2).

Figure 2: Entering the marque

- Enter the marque (Michelin, Elf, etc.) and confirm. Your selection will be included in the list of
marques (left-hand column in the Sundries window).

Change a marque
Select a product group, then the marque. Click on the Change… button (see figure 1). A dialogue
box identical to that in Figure 2 appears. Change the marque and confirm.
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Deleting a marque
- Select a group, then the marque to be deleted in the Sundries window. Click on the Delete…
button. A dialogue box appears (figure 3).

Figure 3: Deleting a marque

- Confirm by clicking on the Delete button

IMPORTANT: deletion of the marque will also delete the corresponding part lines.

Add a part or product line
- Select a marque, then click on the product panel (panel on the right of the Sundries window) to
select it. This panel is surrounded by a thick border (figure 4).

Figure 4: Selecting the product panel by clicking on it

- Then click on the Add button. A dialogue box appears (figure 5).
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Figure 5: Entering the part information

Some information must now be entered by the user.

Choosing a part or a product
In this dialogue box, you define whether the item you want to add is a part or a product. This
allows a correct breakdown of these two items to be made in the estimate (see Estimate
section). By default, the product option is selected.

The distinction between product and part having been made by the user, only one field is now
needed to enter the part or product ID: the Part number field.
In the Sundries window, a special icon for each item allows the parts and products to be
identified.
For parts
For products

Presence in the Prices file
The user is asked to specify whether the part or product is included in the Prices file (By default,
the item is stated to be included).
Parts and products declared to be included are identified in the Sundries window by the following
icon:
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If the part or product is included in the Prices file, Dialogys query the file to find the price and the
tax code. In this case, and the user need only enter information in the following fields:
- Name
- Part number
If the part or product is declared unknown in the Prices file, the user must enter:
- Name
- Part number
- Unit price
- Tax code

Entering the name
- In this field, the user enters his own title, allowing him to quickly identify the part or product.
- If the part or product has a name which differs from that in the Prices file, it is the latter which
will appear in the part orders or estimates.

Entering the part number
The part number may be a Renault part number or that of another supplier. It may be
alphanumeric but has a maximum length of ten characters.

Entering the tax code
Dialogys offers the user list of the tax codes entered in the Admin screen. From this list, the user
must select the one he wishes to apply to his part or product (not recognised by the parts file).

Entering the quantity
The quantity can only be entered in the case of parts or products belonging to the Servicing
group.

Important: the list of parts and products cannot contain more than 400 lines.

Change a part or product line
- Select the group, then the marque. From the list of parts and products, select the line to be
changed, then click on the Change... button (see figure 1).
- A dialogue box appears. Change the line(s) of your choice and confirm.

Deleting a part or product line
- Select the part line(s) to be deleted. Click on the Delete button, a dialogue box appears (figure
6).
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Figure 6: Deleting a part line
- Confirm by clicking on the Delete button.

Querying a part or product line not recognised by the Prices file
In the Sundries window, selects the part or product line(s) of your choice. Click on the Query
button (see figure 1). The corresponding Part information forms will appear (figure 7).

Figure 7: Part information
Only parts or products stated to be included in the Prices file can be consulted.

Adding parts or products to a document
In the Sundries window, select the product or part line(s) to be added to a document (figure 8).
The user can select several lines simultaneously in the Sundries window. To select several lines,
simply click while holding the "Shift" or "Control" key down (for MAC or PC respectively).
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Figure 8: Sundries

To add the line(s) to a document, click on the Estimate or Service coupon button as required.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE SERVICING GROUP
The Servicing icon

is located in the top right of the Sundries window.

The Servicing group has two special features:

Entry of a quantity for each part or product line
This group is the only one which allows a quantity to be assigned to a part or product when it is
being defined (figure 9).

Figure 9: Adding a part number with the quantity
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Thus, for each service, you can insert the quantity used with the part number. The quantities are
displayed in the right-hand column.

Selection of a service
When the user selects a service in the left-hand zone of the Sundries window, a list of the parts
and products it contains is displayed (figure 10).

Figure 10: The items in the service

These parts and products are preselected. The quantities are already specified and the user need
only click on the "Estimate" or "Service coupon" button to add all the service items to the
document.
If the user does not wish to add one or more of these products to the document, he should click
on each unwanted line while pressing the "Apple" or "Control" key (for MAC or PC respectively).

PRINTING THE CONTENT OF THE SUNDRIES WINDOW
- Select a group then click on the

button, the print dialogue box appears (figure 11).

Figure 11: Printing options

By default, Dialogys will select the first option.
- Using the first option, select a product group. Confirm by pressing the OK button, to obtain a list
of all the marques and all the items in this group.
- Using the second option, select a group then a marque. Then click on the OK button to obtain a
list of all the items of the chosen marque.
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You can change the preselection made in Dialogys by clicking on the option of your choice.

USE OF A PASSWORD
You can make modification of the Sundries window conditional on the use of a password. To do
this, you must previously have set this password in the Admin screen (see Admin screen
section).

Then, to access the modifications screen, click on the
dialogue box appears (figure 12).

icon in the Sundries window, a

Figure 11: Entering the password

Enter the password set in the Admin screen and confirm.

SORTING IN THE SUNDRIES WINDOW
You can sort the list of items in the Sundries window. To do this, click on the different fields at
the top of the columns:
Description: to sort the list in alphabetic title order.
Part number: to sort the list in ascending order of part numbers.
Unit price: to sort the list in ascending order of prices.
T.C.: to sort the items by tax code.
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The Admin screen
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INTRODUCTION

The admin screen enables the user to enter certain application parameters which are used for
practically all Dialogys functions, in particular for Estimates, Service coupons, and the World
Vehicle Database link.
The display includes:

tabs for Preferences, Terminal, Dealership, Password, Taxes, Hourly Rates, Parts Discounts,
Paint Consumables, Sundry Items and Recycling.
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ADMIN SCREEN OPERATION - TABS
Preferences tab
This tab is used to specify the working configuration mode:
Stand-alone/Connected Client/Server and Workshop/Bank

Terminal tab
The Dealership name, Address, Telephone number and Fax number settings are for
completion in the name of the dealership.

Figure 1: Filling in the fields of the Admin screen
The information entered will appear in the lower right box of the contact form. You are strongly
recommended to complete these fields (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 2: The contact form
The "Restore" button (on the left-hand side of the screen) can be used to clear the contents of the
"Dealership name", "Address", "'Telephone number" and "Fax number" fields
The "Save" button can be used to save the parameters which have been entered.

Dealership tab
This tab can be used to configure the DMS and World Vehicle Database connection parameters.

DMS connection

Local settings

World Vehicle
Database
connections and
other services

The World Vehicle Database
The World Vehicle Database enables you to find a vehicle using its VIN or registration number,
and to enter technical specifications in one click. To do this, you need firstly to configure the
World Vehicle Database in the Administration screen.
In the Dealership tab on the Administration screen, complete the fields relating to the World
Vehicle Database (figure 3).
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Figure 3: World Vehicle Database configuration

The connections to the GPS-Actis and NTI servers can be tested using "Test connection to NTI"
and "Test connection to ACTIS".

Password tab
You can make access to the Admin screen dependent on the use of a password, in order to
limit the number of persons able to change the different settings (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Use of a password
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Enter a password which is personal to you. Important: there is no confirmation request
(Figure 5).
* Management of passwords is provided by your corresponding head office or information
systems department. It alone will be authorised to notify them to you.

Taxes tab
Click on the Taxes tab. A screen appears for entering the tax codes.
This screen allows you to associate a rates with the different tax codes and to enter the tax codes
to be used:
-

for parts

-

for labour

-

for paint consumables

-

for sundry items

-

for recycling.

These codes allow calculation of VAT in the estimate.

Entering tax rates
Select the tax code of your choice, a dialogue box appears (figure 6).

Figure 6: Entering the tax rate
Enter the rate and confirm.
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Entering tax codes to be used
Select a line of your choice, a dialogue box appears (figure 7).

Figure 7: Entering the tax code to be used
Enter the tax code and confirm.

Hourly rates tab
Click on the Hourly rates tab, the screen which appears allows you to insert the hourly rates in
force in your company (figure 8).

Figure 8: the Hourly rates menu
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Initially only the Current customer group exists.
Select line by line to enter the hourly rates (figure 13).

Figure 13: Entering the hourly rates
If you use preferential hourly rates for certain customers, you can create new customer groups.
For each of these groups, you can enter new hourly rates.

Creating a customer group
Click on the Add button in the List of Groups panel (figure 12), a dialogue box appears (figure
14).

Figure 14: Adding a customer group
Enter the name of your group and confirm.
If you select your group, you will find a list of hourly rates which you can insert. Entering the rates
is done as described above.
To delete or change a line, select the line and click on the corresponding button. A dialogue box
appears and allows you to delete or change your selection.

Personalised hourly rate allocation procedure
To allocate personal hourly rates, firstly click on Allocating hourly rates in the Computer tab on
the administration screen. A dialogue box appears (figure 15).
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Figure 15: Allocating personal hourly rates

This procedure only affects countries which are not using hourly rates as an allocation criterion:
- The technical domain
- The technical level
Compared with the Renault procedure, hourly rates are no longer categorised in terms of
technical domain or technical field; instead, users have the option of 9 different hourly rates which
can be allocated to one or several groups of TM codes.

Allocating hourly rates
In order to allocate hourly rates to TM codes, the user must fill in the table located in the lower
section of Hourly Rates tab window (see figure 16).

Figure 16: Hourly rates

An hourly rate can be allocated to a TM code group for each line in this table.
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The following dialogue box appears if you click on the Add button (figure 17).

Figure 17: Allocating hourly rates

The user can define the TM code group and associated hourly rate in this dialogue box. It uses 3
criteria to do this:
- The technical domain
- The technical level
- The TM code number

E.g. 1:
If the user wishes to apply hourly rate 1 to all mechanical codes, the following should be selected:
- Mechanical as technical domain
- All technical criteria
- XXXX in the area for TM codes
- 1 in the area for Rates applied to these codes
Thus, each mechanical TM code will have hourly rate 1, regardless of its technical domain and
number.

E.g. 2:
If the user wishes to apply rate 1 to all normal technical level codes, the following should be
selected:
- All technical domains
- Normal as the technical level
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-

XXXX in the area for TM codes
1 in the area for Rates applied to these codes

Thus, each normal technical level TM code will have hourly rate 1, regardless of its technical
domain and number.

E.g. 3:
If the user wishes to apply rate 1 to mechanical codes starting with the digit 2, the following
should be selected:
- Mechanical as technical domain
- All technical levels
- 2XXX in the area for TM codes
- 1 in the area for Rates applied to these codes
Thus, all mechanical codes starting with the digit 2 will be assigned hourly rate 1, regardless of
their technical levels.

Note:
It is possible to define a TM code group by its numbers, using X as a generic character.
E.g.: 2XXX represents all codes starting with a 2.
However, this generic character cannot be used irregularly. Generic characters must be
successive and grouped to the right of the code.
E.g.:
-

Correct: 2XXX, 31XX, 341X, etc.
Incorrect: X526, 23X5, XX25, etc.

The application categorises lines in the table starting from the line which is most precisely defined
to that which is most generally defined. Similarly, the application runs through the table in this
order when it is looking for an hourly rate to assign to a TM code.
So as to be sure that all technical domain/technical level/code number combinations
offered in the operation time catalogues are covered, we recommend that you define a
general line in your table (all technical domains, all technical criteria, all code numbers)
which is assigned to an hourly rate of your choice.
Thus, even if you do not define an hourly rate for a TM codes group, the application will find this
very general line (at the end of the search), and will be able to assign an hourly rate.
To clear or modify a line, select the line in question and click on one of the buttons. A dialogue
box appears which lets you clear or modify your selection.
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Parts discounts tab
Click on the tab Parts discount, a screen appears for allocating parts discounts to the various
customer groups (figure 15).

Figure 15: The Parts Discounts tab

The discount codes correspond to the different discount codes found in the spare parts price list.
Select the group to which you want to allocate the parts discounts.
Select the discount codes line by line. A dialogue box appears (figure 16).

Figure 16: Entering the discount codes
Enter the discount percentage corresponding to the customer group and to the discount code,
and confirm.
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Paint consumables tab
Click on the Paint Consumables tab to define the way which you want to charge for paint
consumables in the estimate. The following screen appears (figure 17).

Figure 17: The Paint Consumables screen

-

If the Include paint consumables in the operation times box is ticked, this means
that you have increased your hourly rates for paintwork by the amount of the
consumables. In this case, the paint consumables will not have a separate line in the
estimate. It is not necessary to insert a rate for each type of paintwork operation.

-

If the Include paint consumables in the operation times box is not ticked, this
means that you will specify a paintwork consumable rate for each type of paintwork
operation. In this case, the paint consumables will have a separate line in the
estimate.

To insert the paint consumables rates, select the different types of paintwork operation line by
line. A dialogue box appears (figure 18).

Figure 18: Entering the hourly rate

Enter the hourly rate and confirm.

Sundry items tab
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The following method can be applied in countries where it is permitted to calculate the cost of
sundry items on a fixed cost basis (percentage or amount).
Click on the Sundry items tab to define the way which you want to charge for sundry items in the
estimate. A dialogue box appears (figure 18).

Figure 18: The Sundry Items tab

Invoice using a fixed amount
Select the "Invoice using a fixed amount" then click in the "Net fixed amount" field to
calculate the amount. A dialogue box appears (figure 19).

Figure 19: Invoice using a fixed amount
Enter the amount in force in your dealership and confirm.
Using this method, the amount will be automatically charged whatever the type of operation.

Invoicing using a base and a rate
Select the Invoice using a base and a rate button.
Define the base amount on which you want this rate to be applied by ticking certain boxes:
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Amount for labour excluding tax
Net parts amount
Net paint consumables
Amount for fixed price operations
Click on the Sundry items rate field to define this rate. A window appears (figure 20).

Figure 20: Charging using a rate
Enter the Sundry items rate in force in your dealership and confirm.

Using a maximum amount

If you want to set a maximum amount, tick the corresponding box. Click on the excluding tax
maximum/minimum field, a window appears (figure 21).

Figure 21: Using a maximum amount
Enter the before-tax amount in force in your dealership and confirm.

Recycling tab
The following method can be applied in countries where it is permitted to calculate the cost of
recycling on a fixed cost basis (percentage or amount).
Click on the Recycling tab to define the way which you want to charge for the recycling of parts
in the estimate. A dialogue box appears (figure 22).
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Figure 22: Recycling tab

Invoice using a fixed amount
Select the Invoice using a fixed amount button, then click on the Net fixed amount field to
determine the amount (figure 23).

Figure 23: Invoicing using a fixed amount
Enter the net fixed amount in force in your dealership and confirm.
Using this method, the amount will be automatically charged whatever the type of operation.

Invoicing using a base and a rate
Select the Invoice using a base and a rate button.
Define the base amount on which you want this rate to be applied by ticking certain boxes:
Amount for labour excluding tax
Net parts amount
Net paint consumables
Amount for fixed price operations
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Sundry Items
Click on the Recycling invoice rate field to define this rate, a window appears (figure 24).

Figure 24: Charging using a rate
Enter the Recycling rate in force in your dealership and confirm.

Using a minimum amount
If you want to set a minimum amount, tick Set a minimum amount box.
Click on the minimum net amount field, a window appears (figure 25).

Figure 25: Setting a minimum amount
Enter the minimum net price in force in your dealership and confirm.

Setting a maximum amount
If you want to set a maximum amount, tick the Use a maximum box.
Click on the maximum net amount field, a window appears (figure 26).
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Figure 26: Setting a maximum amount
Enter the maximum net price in force in your dealership and confirm.
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Contact Form
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INTRODUCTION

Wherever you are in the application, you can make up a contact form. If you encounter a problem
when entering information, do not hesitate to let us know about it. This form, which is sent to the
DIALOGYS team, will allow the problem to be resolved. A reply will be sent to you on receipt of
the contact form.
Fax the form to the number indicated on the contact form.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTACT FORM
Click on the Contact button in the toolbar at the top of the screen.
The Contact Form window appears.

Complete the contact form, stating the problem encountered (upper part of the contact form)
together with your telephone number. The remainder of the information will be filled in
automatically by the application.
Click on the Print button in the toolbar on the left of the screen, a print dialogue box
appears (it may be different according to the type of printer).
Click on the OK button in this window to start printing of the document.
Then fax the form to the number indicated.
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Motrio
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INTRODUCTION
The Motrio catalogue contains all the parts for Renault vehicles which are no longer made and
parts for competitor vehicles.
The DIALOGYS application automatically works out the part number using the technical
specifications of the vehicle you have selected.
For each part number obtained, if it appears in the Prices file, the application extracts its
description, price, MSDT (Manufacturer, Source, Discount and Tax) in a Parts window.

USING MOTRIO
Access to parts
Access to the parts lists for repairing non-Renault vehicles is achieved by clicking on the upper
bar in the Motrio menu.
This "Motrio" menu will only appear if the Motrio CDs have been installed.

A window appears (figure 1), corresponding to the different vehicle manufacturers.

Figure 1: Choosing the vehicle

Select the desired vehicle.
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The screen then displays a search menu depending on the technical context (figure 2).

Figure 2: Search menu
Two types of search are possible:
- By Motrio category
- By Parts category

Search by Motrio category
Click on the Motrio Categories button

if you are not there are already.

The following screen appears (figure 3).

Figure 3: Motrio category
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Select the technical context and the desired part. Confirm, a screen corresponding to this part for
all types of the selected vehicle appears (figure 4).

Figure 4: Parts list of depending on the vehicle types

The different vehicle criteria are:

The VIN
The fuel
The cubic capacity
Date vehicle left factory
Transmission type
Version
Bodywork type
Engine type
Gearbox type

Select the criteria corresponding to the vehicle to be repaired. A summary appears at the bottom
of the page (figure 4).
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Search by Parts category
The user may be more familiar with searching by parts category. In effect, this corresponds to
using the Spare Parts menu.
Click on the Spare part categories button
. In this mode, you can switch between
the two search types (figure 5).

Figure 5: Spare parts category

Once you have selected the part, the display mode is the same as that for the Motrio search.

Note: There is also access by Exploded mode
, which accesses part types by illustrations.
In other respects, this mode is very similar to normal parts access.
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The Parts window
Once you have chosen the part corresponding to the vehicle criteria, double click on the line and
the Parts window appears (figure 6).

Figure 6: Parts window

The Parts window contains:


the number identifying the part in the exploded view



the part number



the description



the Net Price



the MSDT (M = manufacturer code, S = source code, D = discount code, T= tax code)

The Quantity to add field allows you to change the quantity by clicking on the + or - buttons.
The - button is only visible when the quantity is greater than 1.
Add the part(s) to the parts list by clicking on the Estimate or Service coupon button.
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